
February 6, 2019  National Zoological Park -- Perimeter Infill Fencing Project  
 
SI Response to NCPC’s questions (NCPC questions below in italics). 

1. a. Does the Smithsonian still plan to pursue the parking garage?   

 

The Smithsonian will not be proceeding with the public-private partnership 

agreement to build and operate the Central Parking Facility as previously 

anticipated.  Construction of that garage using other funding sources is also 

not in our current five and ten-year capital plans.   

 

Long term needs for parking, including structured parking, would be revis-

ited in a future update to this aspect of our 2008 master plan.  We expect 

to request funding for that in Fiscal Year 2021.  As part of that update, we 

would revise our Transportation Management Plan (TMP) to address the 

full range of issues and modes including optimizing transit use, providing 

adequate parking, relieving entry area traffic congestion, accommodating 

ridesharing services, providing for visitors on foot, bicycles and scooters, 

and improving the existing tour and school bus drop off facilities.  We will 

work with NCPC and DDOT to develop the appropriate scope and collect 

the relevant data for the TMP update and would include input from the 

public in that process.  The TMP would take into account trends in zoo vis-

itation, population growth and transportation, including the advent of au-

tonomous vehicles.        

b.   If the future of the parking garage is uncertain, it seems that there are also     

      implications for long-term plans for the DC Circulator turnaround at Parking    

      Lot A and new exhibit space at Parking Lot B, which NCPC staff used as justifi- 

      cation for streamlining entries at this location. How does this uncertainty im- 

      pact long-term plans for the Zoo?   

 

For the foreseeable future, existing lots A, B, C, D and E will be maintained 

at current capacity (859 spaces total for visitors, staff, volunteers and offi-

cial vehicles).  The number of gates from the parking lots to the central zoo 

would be reduced to provide a single gate from each of lots A, B and C.  

Those using parking lots D and E would continue to enter via the Lower Zoo 

entrance. 

A specifically designed DC Circulator turnaround, requested by DDOT as a 

mitigation to the increase in traffic from the expanded garage capacity re-
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quested in October 2017 would not be feasible without the land made 

available by replacement of Lots A and B and realignment of North Road 

that had been anticipated to follow the Central Parking Facility construc-

tion.  The Smithsonian remains in support of extending the Circulator to 

the Zoo with turn-around in the Bus Lot a potential option. We welcome 

further discussions with DDOT on this.  

While the 2008 Master Plan addition of larger exhibit areas at Lots A and B 

will not occur in the foreseeable future, implementation of the 2008  plan 

has allowed improvements to many animal habitats as well as a modest 

expansion of some education and exhibit areas within the zoo, as demon-

strated by the Bird House project now under construction with a modest 

addition and more useful landscaped plaza, as well as the modest increase 

to the Elephant Yard space to accommodate an additional herd member.  

The recently completed Conservation Pavilion provides additional space for 

educational programs as well as new visitor restrooms.  Revitalization of 

most animal and visitor facilities is not impacted by changes to fencing and 

gates or the cancelation of the garage project. 

2. What are the implications for the security project now that the parking garage 

has been postponed indefinitely?   Can you clearly identify any specific changes to 

the project if the garage is to be eliminated? 

 

We are not pursuing construction of permanent structures for security 

screening.  This decision is independent of what transportation modes are 

used by visitors or the configuration of parking.  

 

We expect to continue our current practice of the last four years of screen-

ing visitors only during periods of high visitation and/or high risk, typically 

for two weeks during the spring when rented fencing is installed at signifi-

cant cost and temporary tents and tables are set up at six entry points.  We 

will continue to have six entry points during these temporary periods of 

screening.   

 

The fencing proposed at the Lower Zoo area and at the Connecticut Avenue 

entrance is not impacted by the Central Parking Facility decision and re-

mains as previously proposed, with changes limited to the replacement of 

a section of the ornamental fence at the Lower Zoo with a reinforced fence 

of similar design capable of deterring vehicles.  The fencing at the Bus Lot is 

being slightly modified to extend the fence and gate system across the area 

left open in our previous submission. These three locations will continue to 

be the primary entrances for visitors.  
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Instead of the previously proposed four visitor entry locations (CT Avenue, 

Lower Zoo, Bus Lot and Mid-Zoo landing from the parking garage), we now 

propose to have six (CT Avenue, Lower Zoo, Bus Lot, and one each for Lots 

A, B and C).  This addresses the 2008 Master Plan goal to reduce the num-

ber of entrance points to enhance the visitor experience and improve safe-

ty.  What had been anticipated as an interim fencing solution at Lots A and 

B will now be a longer term solution.  The fence and gate plan has been ad-

justed in this submission to provide ornamental fencing rather than chain 

link fence at Lots A and B.   See page 12 of the submission booklet, fencing 

Segments 2 and 4.  

 

The gate south of North Road across from Lot C would become a visitor 

gate.  Minor modifications are incorporated to make it more welcoming 

and to set this fence further back in the landscape.  See pages 12 and 18 of 

the submission booklet, fencing Segment 5. 

 

The Zoo proposes to add wayfinding signage integrated with the visitor 

gates at Parking Lots A, B, C and the Bus Lot as shown on page 13 of the 

submission.    This signage will distinguish the visitor gates from other re-

quired gates in the vicinity that are for service vehicles or staff only.  

 

The AZA, the accrediting agency for zoos, commented positively on learn-

ing at this summer’s accreditation visit that NZP is in the process of imple-

menting a project to reduce the number of pedestrian entrances. 

 

3. The Zoo has indicated that security pavilions are not planned for the “foreseeable 

future,” but has not provided any specifics about when they would be built, or if 

they will be built at all. Can you articulate specific criteria about what might trig-

ger their construction to provide more certainty for both the public and Commis-

sion? 

As noted above, we are not planning to construct permanent security screen-

ing pavilions.  These are not in our current ten-year capital plan and would not 

be included in our anticipated master plan update.  On most days, as is cur-

rently the case, visitors will continue to freely walk into the zoo during the 

hours it is open and without any type of screening of their bags, strollers etc. 

The Smithsonian regularly assesses a range of risks including those related to 

security at all of its facilities and will continue to do so.  While we regard a 

change to our current practice as unlikely, we would not move forward with 

significant changes to zoo access without notification to the public. 
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4.a. What types of security measures would you employ, and how frequently would 

you implement them, if you had fencing to streamline entrances? 

As noted above, we would plan to do what we have been doing for the past 

four years.  

b.   How would this approach change if you had security pavilions at these locations? 

You may want to prepare a set of alternative scenarios for security measures at 

each stage of the project (i.e., preconstruction, perimeter fencing, and security 

pavilions). 

We are not currently planning to install permanent security screening pavil-

ions.   

5. What concerns did you hear from the public regarding the perimeter fencing and 

security plan, and how do you plan to address these concerns?  

The Smithsonian conducted a public meeting at the Zoo on August 1, 2018 and 

met with the Woodley Park Civic Association on July 31, 2018.  There were 

several comments about the proposed fence design itself recommending that 

it be compatible with the Olmsted design intent and that it minimize negative 

impacts on the landscape.  These are the Smithsonian’s goals for the fence as 

well.   

Other comments related to the impact to regular users that would come if 

more frequent use of screening at entrances were implemented.  A few neigh-

bors would be impacted by the reduced number of access points which might 

require them to walk or bike further to reach an entrance.  Neighbors general-

ly want to preserve the look and feel of a neighborhood park.  Several neigh-

bors requested speedy repair of the washed out DDOT trail section near Re-

search Hill that has forced closure of this section.  The Smithsonian has com-

municated this as a priority to DDOT leadership.  Other topics including ad-

dressing traffic and safety issues near the Connecticut Avenue entrance and 

maintaining the appearance of the existing fence that faces homes along Ca-

thedral Avenue. 

The primary method to address concerns in the future will be to schedule 
more regular meetings with neighbors and civic groups to keep them apprised 
of any changes to the zoo’s operations and of proposed projects that may 
impact views, access and use of the site by the public.  For example, the Zoo 
held a community day at the Bird House Plateau on October 20 in preparation 
for the start of the major capital renewal of the Bird House, Great Flight Aviary 
and 1 acre of the surrounding site.   The Zoo’s director mentioned at the 
August 1 meeting the intention to update of the master plan; that process will 
likewise incorporate opportunities for public input and comment. 


